[Idiopathic hyperuricemia with overproduction of uric acid].
Idiopathic hyperuricemia is generally defined as hyperuricemia caused by unknown origin. Idiopathic hyperuricemia is categorized as overproducing or underexcretion of uric acid. Overproduced uric acid is caused by increased biosynthesis of purine bodies, hypermetabolization of purine bodies, or increased intake of dietary purine bodies. Idiopathic hyperuricemia with overproducing uric acid can be diagnosed by amount of excreted uric acid in the urine. Recently it has been identified that hypertension are frequently associated with myogenic hyperuricemia converted from overproduced hypoxanthine in the skeletal muscles. Some anti-hypertensive drugs including alpha1 blocker, ACE inhibitor, alphabeta blocker, or long-acting Ca blocker attenuated the myogenic hyperuricemia. Thus, these drugs may be helpful in the management of hypertension with hyperuricemia.